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...............................AXBJamar Now Available.................................... 

............Autumn $15 Specials.............. 

Welcome to our April 2015 Update; 
 The first of Auzred Xb’s contracted elite young sires born in spring 2013, 

AXBJamar is now available.  
 AXBCJ now has 21 daughters milking and exceling 
 More sires from Australia’s highest ever genetic merit team of Elite Young 

Aussie Red Sires will soon be available 
 ELASTAR New No. 3 Monty with his first proof 
 REDON daughters now finishing 5th lactation and still delivering 
 Autumn $15 Specials 

 

 AXBJamar, (Lippman x Peterslund), bred by Jan Raleigh, is from the No.1 ABV 
Aussie Red cow in the August 2013 ADHIS results. APR 242, ASI 157, +20 kg P @ 
+0.22% and +29 B/fat @ +0.22%. You can trace back ten generations exceeding 
their predicted ABV’s. Fantastic cow family. His sire and grand sire are both top 
proven performers under our Australian dairying systems. With Peterslund daughters 
being taller and sharper, we believe Lippman as Jamar’s sire, to be a perfect choice 
to breed medium sized, high production and long lasting cows ideal for Australian 
dairyfarmers. 
  

 AXBCJ, the first of our Elite Young Sire program, now has 21 daughters milking, 
great production with an average PI of 105, very good udders, medium sized, placid. 
The combination of his sire’s (A Linne) strength for great udders and his dam and 
gsire’s high production have worked well with these first very impressive daughters. 
He is amazing value at $12 or better still at $10 in our packs, his RRP price will hold 
until June 30, pre order him for spring and we will hold his price for you. 

  CJ Daughter 
 

 More sires from Australia’s highest ever genetic merit team of Elite Young 
Aussie Red Sires will soon be available, born in the 2013 Spring, as a result of the 



Auzred Xb contract breeding program these other Elite Young Sires have passed 
their health tests and are about to begin semen production. 

 
The chart below shows the average ABV’s of these Elite young Aussie Red sires dams 
compared to the current Australian Red Dairy Breed average  
 
 

AXBRed Mile, (ARBLex x Peterlsund) from an Ex 90 cow who is the No.1 ABV Aussie Red 
cow in the April 2014 ADHIS results, Current No.2 at April 2015 
BPI 267, ASI 191, + 21 kg P @ +0.31% and +36 B/fat @ +0.42% 
She has done 10268 lts 378 kg pro @ 3.7% in 305 days. 
 
AXBMt Schank, (VR Cigar x Lippman ) from the No. 4 ABV Aussie Red cow, VG 87         
BPI 267, ASI 255, +43 Pro @ +0.44%  
She did 306 kg pro @ 3.8 on first lac. and 10663 lts, 388 kg pro on second lac. 
 
AXBAotearoa, (Eik x Syd Frem x Orraryd), Dam is VG 86,  
ASI 203, +31 Pro @ +0.31 and +31 B/fat.  
This family has 4 generations still milking in the herd,  His half-sister is the current No.1 
Aussie Red cow with: 
BPI 318, ASI 292, +42 kg Pro @+0.35% & +49 kg B/Fat @ +0.18% 
Longevity, Fertility, Production and Type in this family are exceptional. 
 
AXBShawshank, (ARBLippman x Irishman x BJurist x Angler King) from an Ex 92 cow that 
has done 12297 lts @ 3.8% pro and 4.4% b/fat and has a great depth of pedigree. His Dam 
is the No.1 Australian ranked Ayrshire cow. 
BPI 205, ASI 173, +9 kg Pro @+0.34% & +43 kg B/Fat @ +0.82%  
Her Grand Dam produced over 100,000 litres 
 

  
 

 

All cows in the maternal lines of each of these Elite young sires were thoroughly checked for 
any faults. All bull Dams are selected strongly on Udders, Temperament, Type, Fertility, 
Longevity and very high production with strong efficiency.                                                  
These young sires are the highest ever genetic merit team of young sires offered to 
Australian dairy farmers.  

Find out more about our Aussie Red sires on our website at http://www.auzredxb.com.au/  

Montbeliarde Sire Update 

ABV BPI HWI TWI ASI Pro Pro % B/Fat B/F% 

Auzred Xb 2015 PT Team 
Dam’s Average ABV 

265 186 235 219 +28.8 +0.33 +35.8 +0.28 

Aussie Red  Cow Ave ABV 30.8 23.5 28.3 21.3   +3 +0.03   +3.3 +0.08 

http://www.auzredxb.com.au/


 
 ELASTAR  ISU 152 Now the new No.3 proven Monty 

One of the best for F & L’s 125, Udders 113, Fertility +1.2, Temp 116, Huge Production, 
Easy Calving and very high Calf Vitality ratings 

ELASTAR is an ideal sire for over large HF cows. His BC (Body Composite score) is just 83, 
meaning his daughters are on average 17% smaller that the breed average. Please do not 
confuse BC with Type. His Type is great at 104 for both Elastar.                                          
Due to his proof his price has jumped to $32, but $25 in our 100+unit pack or $23 in the 
100+unit Monty/Aussie Red pack. 

 BRINK is now SOLD OUT and no further stocks are available in France 
 

 The first Australian daughters of REDON are now finishing their 5th lactation 
still delivering with fantastic production and longevity. 

 
REDON has become one of our best performing Montbeliarde sires we have used here, with 
over 35000 daughters in France and very high use in the USA, he is clearly one of the best 
ever Monty sires. 
His Australian daughters are showing fantastic longevity with 104 (67%) of his original 156 
daughters within the herds that have been monitored now finishing 5th lactation. Production 
from the herd tested cows from these are still averaging 105 PI. 
His daughters have always been very impressive with great Type and Udders, plus when 
viewed from behind, have near perfect legs (nice and straight with good heal depth). 
 
We have limited stock of Redon, so be quick!  He is great value in the pack offer. 
 
Genomic sires: 
Urbanitse sons, FETARD and FAUCITURE are two very high profile genomic sires that we 
selected for Australia. Urbanitse has been very popular elite sire, milking speed @ 92 and 
extreme Udder Balance of 136 (forward tilt) were his two traits that needed addressing, with 
both Fetard (MS 102, Udder Bal 122) and Fauciture (MS 99, Udder Bal 115) this has been 
achieved. 
 
In July, we will add another Urbanitse son, FICASTONE ISU 152, (MS 110, Udder Bal 120) 
Type 116, Udders 121, F&L 116 plus huge production and % deviations. Orders for 
Ficastone are already being taken due to his profile. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
FICASTONE Dam 
 

 



 USSAGE ISU 124 Increased his ISU by +8, both A2A2 and BB kappa cassien.     
Now with 602 daughters in his proof, he is also a great sire for over those large HF 
cows and leaves very tidy medium sized daughters.  
 

 
 
 
 CORTIL ISU 141 Now with 1138 daughters in his proof was our highest selling sire 

last spring, huge production, Health and Temperament 
   
 AUTUMN $15 SPECIALS, or $14, 1 for 1 with our Elite Young Aussie Red Sires  

 
TIMOR RRP $18 His Australian daughters are very popular and continue to prove that he is 
the pasture based specialist that has made him so popular in over 30 countries. $14 in our 1 
for 1 with our Elite Young Aussie Red Sires @ $10 

 UBAC RRP $20 now has Australian daughters milking, very tidy looking cows.                 
Fertility Specialist @ +1.9  Fantastic Type at 109, Udders 113. Calving Ease at 91 One of 
the best for calf Vitality at 94.  

UDOM, RRP $20 His first Australian daughters are milking and are very impressive. UDOM 
gives you the opportunity to purchase a well-balanced proven Montbeliarde sire at a great 
price. Fantastic temperament at 122, milking speed 124, feet & legs 111, plus Production 
and Type. UDOM will also increase teat length.                                                                                                          

Find out more about these Coopex Montbeliarde sires on our website at 
http://www.auzredxb.com.au/ 

Cheers 
Steve and Karen 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.auzredxb.com.au/


 
 
 
 


